Granger causality analysis (GCA) has been well-established in the brain imaging field. However, the structural underpinnings and functional dynamics of Granger causality remain unclear. In this paper, we present fibercentered GCA studies on resting state fMRI and natural stimulus fMRI datasets in order to elucidate the structural substrates and functional dynamics of GCA. Specifically, we extract the fMRI BOLD signals from the two ends of a white matter fiber derived from diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data, and examine their Granger causalities. Our experimental results showed that Granger causalities on white matter fibers are significantly stronger than the causalities between brain regions that are not fiber-connected, demonstrating the structural underpinning of functional causality seen in resting state fMRI data. Crosssession and cross-subject comparisons showed that our observations are reproducible both within and across subjects. Also, the fiber-centered GCA approach was applied on natural stimulus fMRI data and our results suggest that Granger causalities on DTI-derived fibers reveal significant temporal changes, offering novel insights into the functional dynamics of the brain.
Introduction
Proposed by Clive Granger in 1969 [1] , Granger causality analysis (GCA) has been widely applied to analyze the relationships between time series. Briefly, a time series X is said to Granger-cause time series Y if the values of X provide statistically significant information about future values of Y. The GCA is very useful in functional MRI (fMRI) signal analysis, since different brain regions are supposed to connect together and have causal influence upon each other. Thus in recent years, it has been widely used in the brain imaging field [2] [3] [4] , in order to obtain a hierarchical understanding of the interaction and correlation between different brain regions.
Despite wide application of GCA in fMRI, however, the structural underpinnings of GCA remain unclear, e.g., how structural connectivity is related to Granger causality? In addition, many existing approaches of GCA on brain networks [2] [3] [4] assume temporal stationarity, that is, Granger causalities are computed over the entire scan and used to characterize the causality strengths of connections across regions. However, accumulating literature [e.g., 14] , have shown that functional brain connectivity is under dynamical changes in different time scales. In responses to the abovementioned issues, this paper presents a fiber-centered GCA approach to examine resting state fMRI and natural stimulus fMRI datasets, in order to elucidate the structural substrates and functional dynamics of GCA. Specifically, we extract the fMRI BOLD signals from the two ends of a DTI-derived fiber, and measure their Granger causalities. Our premise is that as axonal fibers are the structural substrates of functional connections between computational centers of cortical regions, the fMRI time series along the fibers should reflect the functional causality between brain regions, if any such functional causality exists.
Interestingly, our experimental results showed that Granger causalities on white matter fibers are significantly stronger than the causalities between brain regions that are not connected by fibers, suggesting the structural underpinning of functional causality observed in resting state fMRI data. This observation is replicated in different imaging sessions of the same subject and across individual subjects. In addition, our experimental results of applying the fiber-centered GCA approach on natural stimulus fMRI data suggest that Granger causalities on fibers reveal significant temporal changes, offering novel insights into the functional dynamics of the brain.
Method

2.1
Overview of the Method Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of this analysis pipeline. The GCA model is akin to the work flow of the program "MATLAB toolbox for Granger causal connectivity" developed by Anil Seth [7] and in our previous studies of applying GCA to EEG data [8] . Details of other methodology components are described in Section 2.2 and 2.3. 
2.2
Data Acquisition and Preprocessing
A 3T GE Signa MRI system was used for data acquisition of two types of fMRI data analyzed in this study: resting-state fMRI data and natural-stimulus fMRI data. Resting state fMRI data were acquired with dimensionality 128*128(matrix)*60 (slices)*100 (volumes), in-plane resolution 2mm*2mm*2mm isotropic, TR 5s, TE 25ms, and flip angle 90 degrees. DTI data were acquired at the same spatial resolution with the resting state fMRI data, with a 15.5s TR, TE of 89.5ms, and generated 30 gradient channel DWI volumes. In the natural stimulus fMRI scan, we randomly selected video shots from the TRECVID 2005 database [15], which were presented to the subject during a two-session scan. The acquisition parameters were as follows: dimensionality 128*128*60*240, spatial resolution 2mm*2mm*2mm, TR 5s, TE 25ms, and flip angle 90.
For preprocessing, we registered fMRI data to the DTI space by the FSL FLIRT tool. It should be noted that because DTI and fMRI sequences are both echo planar imaging (EPI) sequences, their distortions tend to be similar [9] . So the misalignment between DTI and fMRI images is much less than that between T1 and fMRI images [9] . DTI pre-processing included skull removal, motion correction and eddy current correction. Then fiber tracking was performed using MEDINRIA. Brain tissue segmentation was conducted on DTI data by a similar method in [10] and the cortical surface was reconstructed using the marching cubes algorithm. FMRI preprocessing steps included motion correction, spatial smoothing, temporal prewhitening, slice time correction, global drift removal, and band pass filtering. After the above preprocessing, we used white matter fibers to guide the fiber-centered GCA, that is, the fMRI BOLD signals at the two ends of a white matter fiber were extracted for the following Granger causality analysis, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . 
Granger Causality Analysis
Given two stochastic processes X and Y, if they are stationary, each of the process can be expressed as an auto-regression of their lagged values:
where e1 and e2 are prediction errors and their variances describe the accuracy of the prediction. Assume that they have potential causality influences upon each other, there is:
where e3 and e4 are prediction errors and a, b, c, d are linear regression coefficients.
In order to study the dependency between X and Y, the null hypothesis H0: {b}=0 was made, which means Y will not significantly cause X. According to the null hypothesis, we can construct the F-statistics:
When there is no causality caused by Y to X, the value of YX F  will approach zero since the additional Y terms will not influence the explanation power in Eq. (3). And if the value is greater than the given threshold, we will reject the null hypothesis, which means there is a significant causality caused by Y to X. The original GCA model only gives the result of whether there is a causality or not, which is limited for the brain imaging research, since there are reciprocal polysynaptic connections between brain areas [11] . Here we applied the conditional GCA [7] which gives the magnitude to evaluate the causality strength: 
where CM stands for causality magnitude. This value is used in the following analysis to evaluate the strength of Granger causality and in the visualization. Higher CM value indicates greater causal influence.
Results
Results in Resting State fMRI Data
Totally, a resting state fMRI dataset of 12 imaging sessions from 9 subjects (three subjects had two scan sessions) was analyzed by the method proposed above. On each fiber, two GCA analysis results were obtained: one was the F-statistics which could tell whether there was significant causality (given a significance value, here we use P=0.01) between the two time series at both ends of the fiber; the other was causality magnitude, which was the indicator for the level of causality. It should be noticed that the GCA is bi-directional and we took the stronger value from the two directions. We used the F-statistics to select the fibers with significantly high causality (referred to as "significantly casual-connected fibers" below) and visualized them in Fig. 3 . In this study, subject #1, #2 and #3 had two scanning sessions, both in the rest-state and under the same experimental circumstances. The data collected from two sessions of the same subject enabled us to compare the results and to see whether the inferred causalities were stable within subjects. As shown in Fig.3 , the structures of significantly casual-connected fibers were almost identical between two sessions of all the three subjects, suggesting that certain fibers that were significantly casualconnected, might had more importance in causality connection than other fibers. Also, it could be seen that casual-connected fibers formed certain pattern in the brain, especially around frontal lobe and visual cortex in all the subjects, which indicated stronger connection and causal related activities (such as control and motivation) in these regions. Finally, as the statistics analysis of the results listed in Table 1 showed, the number of significantly causal-connected, as well as the causality magnitude, varied very little between two sessions. This provided good evidence that the fibercentered GCA on a whole-brain scale was highly reproducible within-subject.
Reproducibility Study: Cross-subjects
In addition to the within-subject reproducibility (stability) study of our method, a cross-subjects reproducibility study was also conducted, to see whether the results were consistent and to evaluate the generality of the method. Fig. 4 showed the significantly casual-connected fibers of subject #4 to #9. It can be seen in the figure that the causality pattern was consistent across subjects, despite the fact that fiber Table 1 Similarity analyses between two sessions of each subject; the "Number of different causal-connected fibers" column is the number of fibers that casual-connected in one session but not in the other; the "Percentage of different Causal-connected fibers" column is the number of different casual-connected fibers divided by total number of causal-connected fibers of two sessions.
Fibers Total
Causal-connected fibers in session 1
Causal-connected fibers in session 2
Mean of CM in session 1 Images at the first and second row are identical, except that fibers that are not significantly causal-connected were colored in black in first row, and were removed in second row.
shapes and global causality levels varied among different subjects. For example, subject 9 had a higher causality magnitude than subject 5 (the average CM of subject 9 is 0.54, while the average CM of subject 8 is 0.45), but the structures and patterns of the significantly casual-connected fibers were quite similar, suggesting the relatively stable and consistent oscillation architecture of the human brain in resting state.
Granger Causality Dynamics in Natural Stimulus fMRI Data
In this study, we applied a sliding window approach on the time series obtained from natural stimulus fMRI data, and focused on the temporal change of causality strength and phase in sliding windows. We constructed 223 consecutive sliding windows with the length of 13 time points and perform GCA on voxel pairs connected by fibers. The temporal dynamics of Granger magnitude on all the fibers in the whole brain of a subject are shown in Fig. 5 . We can see that the Granger magnitude varies significantly through the time axis, and forms clear patterns by the majority of fibers. Statistically, between each sliding window, the Granger magnitude of a fiber will change 14.76% on average, and can be as high as 172%, indicating significant temporal dynamical change with magnitude change. This result is reproducible in other 4 subjects we analyzed.
In addition to the measurements of Granger magnitude dynamics in Fig. 5 , the dynamics of causality phases for all the fibers are also analyzed, as shown in Fig. 6 . We can see that the causality phases are also changing dramatically along the fMRI scan period. On average, one fiber undergoes 50 times of causality phase change through the whole scan time period, i.e., during 22.4% of the time a fiber is changing its phase of causality. The frequency of phase change can be as high as 93 times during the scan time, meaning that between every 2 time points the fiber changes its causality phase. Statistically, the histogram of frequencies of causality phase changes for all the fibers in a whole brain is shown in Fig. 7 . This result clearly reveals the dramatic dynamics of causality phase changes in natural stimulus fMRI data and is replicated in all of the 5 cases we studied, imposing challenges to the assumption of temporal stationarity in traditional GCA.
Conclusion
This paper presented a novel fiber-centered GCA studies on resting state fMRI and natural stimulus fMRI datasets for the purpose of elucidating the structural underpinnings and functional dynamics of GCA. In this approach, we extracted the fMRI BOLD signals from the two ends of a white matter fiber derived from DTI data, and examined their Granger causalities. Our experimental results in resting state fMRI data showed that Granger causalities on white matter fibers are significantly stronger than the causalities between brain regions that are not fiber-connected, suggesting the structural connectivity underpinning of functional causality. This finding has been replicated in cross-session and cross-subject comparisons. In addition, the proposed fiber-centered GCA approach was applied on natural stimulus fMRI data and our results suggest that Granger causalities on fibers reveal dramatic temporal dynamics, in terms of both Granger magnitude and causality phase, warranting extensive reexaminations of the assumption of temporal stationarity in traditional GCA in the future.
